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The home of exceptional niche vehicle insurance.

Smart Kiwis choose
the Star treatment.
We are experts at creating and managing extraordinary
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The home of exceptional niche vehicle insurance.

Get a quote from your
trusted broker or dealer.
They’ll make it easy.

niche vehicle insurance policies for owners of RVs,
Motorcycles, Prestige, Vintage, Classic, Project &
Performance, Motorsport and European cars.
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The home of exceptional car insurance.
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The home of exceptional car insurance.

As the industry’s star niche vehicle insurance
specialists, we deliver better customer experiences.

Quote me please.

We’ve set the industry benchmark for 360-degree
policy support because everything we do happens
Star Enthusiast Vintage Car

Star Enthusiast Motorsport

in-house. Our full-service model ensures nothing is
outsourced which means our incredible wealth of
knowledge and expertise drives customer happiness.

Exceptional vintage car insurance
for history’s custodians.

Motorsport insurance for enthusiasts
and professionals.

If your car was manufactured between the years of 1919
and 1930 it qualifies for our vintage car insurance policy.
Owning a vintage car is a rare pleasure.

Star Enthusiast Motorsport is comprehensive,
customisable off track insurance for motorsport
individuals and teams. Whilst we don’t insure race
cars on track during competition events, we can
provide some of the best off-track insurance so you
can concentrate on winning without the added fear
of gear loss.

We work closely with you to craft a policy that considers
everything down to the last screw. We’ll discuss your
pride and joy’s living arrangements, if it’s a work in
progress, being restored, or if and how it visits club
rallies and events. We want to determine its true
value and how you use it.
Some of the vintage vehicles we currently protect
include Model A Fords, Model T Fords, Rolls-Royce
40/50 Silver Ghost, Bugatti Type 36, Alfa 6C 1750,
Austin 7, Bentley Speed Six, and more.

Our motorsport insurance covers loss and damage of
competition vehicles and property including vehicle
parts and accessories; tools and trailers whilst at their
storage facilities and at home; when being transported
to and from a race meeting in New Zealand or
worldwide; in storage at an event; and when outside
your accommodation at track events. You’re even
covered while your vehicle is being built, repaired
or prepared for race day at a workshop, and you’re
protected against theft and fire.

We offer online quotes and an insurance ecosystem
that ensures we personally evaluate every policy
application to serve your best interests. We make
precise policy tweaks to ensure everything is tailored
to your individual needs. Our policies are financially
secured and guaranteed by Vero Insurance New
Zealand Limited, which has been given an A+ insurer
financial strength rating by Standard & Poor’s.
You can spread out your insurance costs with monthly
policies, choose from a range of flexible pricing
options and on some policies enjoy a 24/7 Journey On

Five star niche
insurances.

Roadside membership with upgrade options available.
Call us on:

0800 250 600

Start a quote online:

starinsure.co.nz

Financial Strength Rating. Star Insurance policies are financially secured and
guaranteed by Vero Insurance New Zealand Limited, which has been given an
A+ insurer financial strength rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Broker/Agent stamp.

The home of exceptional niche
vehicle insurance.
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The home of exceptional RV insurance.
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Unparalleled motor vehicle insurance.
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Revolutionary motorcycle insurance.
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The home of exceptional car insurance.

Made to order
RV insurance.

Star Prestige is for
vehicles of distinction.

NZ’s original
motorcycle insurance.

Star Enthusiast for cars
in a class of their own.

Star CamperCare is NZ’s leading, benchmark insurance
policy for motorhomes, caravans, 5th wheelers,
converted buses, campervans and pop-tops.

Star Prestige is our elite vehicle insurance for high-end
luxury and prestige marques.

Star Motorcycle has been highly tuning custom
insurance policies for bike owners since 1989. Back
then, nothing like this existed, until our founder and early
pioneer of personal Insurance, John Baker, was asked
why it was so hard to get motorcycle insurance. With an
entrepreneurial spirit (which is alive and well today) John
created Star Motorcycle. We were soon insuring all the
motorcycle clubs and we took off from there.

Star Enthusiast is for drivers who have special vehicle
interests, and whose needs don’t fit neatly into a box.
We offer four specific but highly customisable Star
Enthusiast insurance packages: Vintage, Classic,
Project & Performance and Motorsport.

Buying and maintaining an RV is a big investment.
Owners need to look beyond what sounds good or
looks good on paper. Dig deeper and you’ll see what
you’re really covered for, and realise that most insurers
only insure the cab and chassis, and have to refer to a
third party (especially for claims). We handle everything
in-house and insure anything that you’d typically sell with
your RV, including the fridge, stove and anything that’s
a permanent fixture inside and out, including awnings.
Also included is $3,000 loose contents cover as standard,
which can be upgraded.
Journeys aren’t risk-free, but your insurance should be.
For more info visit our website at starinsure.co.nz

Discerning drivers choose Star Prestige because it’s
New Zealand’s most unparalleled class of motor vehicle
insurance that’s tailored to each owner’s specific needs to
provide the best, most comprehensive coverage possible.
Our incredible attention to detail to protect your prized
possession is really compelling too.
In the event of a claim, you will never be forced into
accepting aftermarket parts. All our approved repairers
use manufacturer parts and approved systems and
processes to bring your vehicle back to its original
condition without compromising your manufacturer’s
warranty. You can even choose your own repairer.
We’re NZ’s leading niche insurance specialists because
we treat customers like family, not spreadsheet entries
or statistics. Looking after the family is what Kiwis do,
and we’re 100% NZ-owned and operated.

Ultimate wheel to wheel,
helmet to boots protection.
We create premium motorcycle policies that include
the best care and protection for bikes and gear without
excessive premiums. Every policy we produce is
customised to the rider. Not all bikes are created equal,
but we insure them all, including: trikes, quads, scooters,
classic, show, collectable, off-road racers, restorers,
cruisers, sports, customs, touring, heavily modified bikes
and more. Ride with the people who revolutionised
motorcycle insurance and continue to set the
pace today.

Star Enthusiast Classic

Classic cars, the epitome of style and elegance.
Star Enthusiast’s Classic Car Insurance protects classic
cars and passion projects. They’re vehicles that go way
beyond simple transportation and often become a
labour of love. It’s a rare vehicle category that requires
specialist insurance from a company that understands
classic car ownership. Some of the classic cars presently
in our portfolio include the 1965 Bel Air, Porsche
356, Chevy Yank tanks, and muscle classics including
Mustang, Camaro, Charger, Corvette, and Thunderbird.
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The home of exceptional car insurance.

Star Enthusiast Project & Performance

Custom insurance for your artistic expression.
Star Enthusiast Project & Performance is your tailored,
competitive insurance for high performance, modified
and project cars. Your high performer needs highperformance insurance.
Our Performance Car Insurance usually covers vehicles
like Nissan GTR, high-end Subaru Impreza, Toyota
Supra, Mitsubishi Evolution and more. Our Modified
Car insurance policies often cover cars like RX7, Nissan
Skyline R32, R33, R34. And our Project Car Insurance is
perfect when building project cars starting with a Mazda
Familia, Nissan Laurel and many kinds of iconic late 90s
to early 2000s Japanese cars, to end up with something
truly unique. It’s time to match your ride with highperformance vehicle insurance.
Note: If you’re under 25 you’ll have more hoops to jump
through with us, but we’re keen to chat and see if we
can embrace you and your passion ride.

